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About This Game

Build a town from the ground up in this open-world construction simulator.

In BUILDANAUTS, you’re the foreman, the planner, and the mayor. Plan your town and bring it to life with the help of your
construction crew. Build a town that your townsfolk, the Buildanites, will be proud to call home!

EXPLORE AND DESIGN

Survey a vast open landscape just waiting for your construction crew. Terraform the terrain, or run around looking for
resources. Then design your structures by drawing them and choosing paint colors, textures, details, and building materials. Then

watch as your skilled construction workers turn your vision into a reality!

BUILD AND MANAGE

Build your town from the ground up just the way you want it! Use a variety of construction tools to place city props, lay down
roads, and much, much more. Then keep your resident Buildanites happy! Attract more townsfolk by keeping your town in top

shape, but be careful: too much neglect and your Buildanites won't be happy!

FEATURES

Design and build a town from the ground up! Create homes, stores, offices, roads, sidewalks and much more!
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Manage a living town that fills up with residents as you build! Keep your residents happy by building the amenities they
need and keeping your city running smoothly!

Explore a vast open world and shape it to your liking with a selection of tools.
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This game is horrible. I believe they have given up on the game and have also taken our money with them. Their website is no
longer in use. Steam should be taking this game down and be giving us all a refund.. i enjoy the potentail this game has, it is
early access so exspect bugs
watch my lets play and see for your self

edit:

this game did have alot of promise but its been abbandoned by the devs and i can no longer recommend. This game has SO
MUCH POTENTIAL, but anyone who has this game can agree that this game is abandoned. The last update was in June and we
haven't heard anything since. Read the positive reviews. They're all from June. Everyone would also agree that this game is
serious issues when it comes to saving\/loading worlds. I've started atleast 10 worlds and lost every single one. I had to quit this
game. Again, it has SO MUCH POTENTIAL!!! Don't spend your money on this game. Not because it's bad, but because its
broken and abandoned.. games dead touchtilt hasn't released any updates or message in few months, there website and facebook
account is taken down and no updates on youtube.. I really wanted to like this game but it is really unplayable. The controls are
unintuitive and there are no help tips to show you why buildings cant be placed.

not ready for release yet is my guess. I Like THis Game It Is Really Fun When You get Use To The Controls. I Recommend It.
Game is very rough running even on a high end pc, no tool tips and controls are weird and difficult to use. The terrain
generation is difficult to build with and requires extremely large amount of terraforming to even have a chance of placing a
building without it floating or sunk into a hill. May be better in the future considering early access, but considering the wait
already for release it is a dissappointment from what was claimed. Showed such great promise, now dead and past the point of
decay while the devs sit sipping on mohitos with all our money
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it's really fun i don't see why everyone hates it it takes a little to get use to it. So far so good...looks promising with some good
detail. I will update when I get more time in. Early with glitches but that is to be expected and is part of the fun. Keep those
updates coming!. I have the game here gespeeldt it has great possibilities.

For the moment, the game is quite rough.

was playable and you can build a city.
function that there are works as you can expect.

think about 6 months has become a real top game. UI is atrocious.. This game had some promise to it, just needed the save and
load game to be worked on and the terrain editing tools. Would of been nice to see this game come to some kind of conclusion.
However seems like TOUCHTILT Games have gone, The websites for them and BUILDANAUTS have all disappeared for a
few months now!

So to others i would check to see if there are any more activity from these guys first before buying the game as not heard
anything since 16th June 2017.. I like the game have problem with save lost 4 hour game play and allso the terrain tool sucks but
other than that was fun to play. Just wanted to drop an honest review about this game. When I started, I didn't understand much
of what was going on or any of the mechanics. However, once giving the game sometime, it started to grow on me. I started to
get some pretty cool ideas for cities and even seeing the what this game really had to offer.

So far, I've only played maybe 40 minutes or so, but I believe I now understand some of the core mechanics and how to easily
build now. I'm actually excited to log more hours into this game and to see what type of town I can actually build!

I made a video on this, if you wanted to check it out. I tried to keep in my struggles of learning but also show off some of the
cool things I was able to do!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NYLwDvvIg2Q&t=388s. I want my money BACK!! OR ILL CONTACT STEAM
SUPPORT. Game is exactly what it says it is. A city builder, all it needs is some polishing up and some bugs fixed.
The devs are great and respond to almost all the messages sent to them in the forums.
Gameplay wise it has some issues with framerate drops when looking in dense forest areas and things floating when building on
a mountain. This game is far from finished but it has potential that i think will come to fruition once they have polished all the
features.
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